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Construction Material (CM)
Offering customised engineered solutions to meet customers needs
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Increasing C&D waste generation has led to ban of construction in some parts of Delhi & Mumbai
Mumbai produces about 1,500 metric tons of construction debris every day and a lot of it is found dumped illegally on the roadsides and mangroves.

August 10, 2017

"Large generators of C&D waste will have to pay relevant charges for collection, transportation, processing and disposal as notified by concerned authorities".

Large generators - 20 tons/day of C&D waste - to submit waste management plan in advance to address environmental issues for approvals of local authority.

C&D Waste is a growing concern being faced by the RE&C industry
Recycled Concrete Blocks & Pavers Facility, Mumbai

Capacity

36000 Blocks/day
(6 inch block)
Recycled Concrete Blocks & Pavers Facility, Mumbai

Capacity

54000 Pavers/day
Recycled Concrete Blocks & Pavers
Recycled Concrete Blocks & Pavers - Product Line
RCB Plant received Green Pro Certificate in Feb 2018

Recycled Concrete Blocks & Pavers Plant @ Vikhroli, Mumbai
Recycled Concrete Blocks AV
The environment and the economy are really both two sides of the same coin. If we cannot sustain the environment, we cannot sustain ourselves.

Wangari Maathai
Building habitats for generations to cherish.